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Gender and Gender Relations in Petitions
to Näsir al-Din Säh (r, 1848-96)

Irene Schneider (Göttingen)

While current research on the position of women in Islamic societies focuses hea
vily on contemporary legal and social aspects, the historical dimension of these
same aspects remains largely unknown. In the 1990s however, historical studies
were published which, focusing on the micro level and based extensivelyon ar 
chival material, examined the social and economic situation of men and women,
foremost in the Ottoman Empire.' The present article aims to contribute to this
historical research by examining gender and gender roles in the Iranian cultural
context," based on a specific form of documentary material: petitions of women to
the Iranian Shah.

The petitioning system in the Islamic world is based on the traditional inst
itution of maziilim (pl . of Arabic maslama, literally meaning »cornplaints«) and has
only recently attracted the scholarly attention it deserves." It was an integral part
of Islamic legal and political culture, deeply rooted in traditional Islamic and Ira
nian conceptions of power and kingship, a controlling system in legal and political
matters which at the same time has to be regarded as an institution for safe 
guarding the rights of the subjects and implementing justice on their behalf."

I will deal in this article with the differences between female and male peti
tions , concentrating on aspects such as the geographical origins of the petitions,
the categories of complaints, the social profile of the petitioners, the decisions
given by the Shah, the wording and style of the petitions and the petitioning
procedure. Furthermore, I will analyse the gender roles and gender relations as
reflected in these petitions and focus not only on the legal but in particular the
political dimension of the petitioning system. I will therefore analyse a sample of
47 petitions (out of 850 petitions, that is 5%) submitted by women; these will be
referred to as SFP (= Sampie of Female Petitions)." These petitions were presented

1 See e. g. Peirce 1993; the articles in Zilfi 1997 and Sonbol 1996.
2 For Iran, see Ettehadieh 1989 and 1998.
3 See for Iran: Schneider 2006; Floor 2000; for the Ottoman Empire: Ursinus 2005; for the

MamIuk era : Nielsen 1985 and 1991 ; for the reopening of this institution in Morocco in 2001
see Zirari-Devif 2001/2002.

4 Schneider 2006: 90-105.
5 This special sampie of female petitions (SFP) has not yet been analysed so far. It belongs to a

larger sampie of petitions and reports from the years 1301/1883 to 1303/1886. This larger
sampie is not complete, displaying many gaps in terms of time and geographical distribution.
The petitions themselves are not preserved, only the bul~ahä, ' abridged versions or
summaries written by the secretaries of the divän al-m~älim, the institution responsible for
receiving the petitions. However, these abridged versions still contain enough information for
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to Näsir al-Din Sah, the Iranian ruler , between 1881 and 1883. This sampie will be
compared to another sample, which I shall refer to as SC (= Sampie for Com
parison),6 petitions submitted mainly by men.

I shall attempt to analyse the differen ces between male and fema le petitions as
to both thei r form and content by employing the category of gender - and wher
ever possible in combination with other categories such as religio n, d ass an d age.
The concept of -gender- is used here as an analytical category, in and throu gh
which people think and act socially. West and Zimmerman define -sex- as a deter
mination arisi ng from the application of socially agreed upon biological criteria
for dassifying persons as females or males. Placement in a .sex category - is achi e
ved through application of the sex criteria. In contrast, -gender- is the activity of
managing situated conduct in the light of normative conceptions of attitudes and
activities considered appropriate to one 's sex category." The question in this con
text is: how are gender roles and gender attitudes reflected in the peti tions? As it
turns out, women in nineteenth-century Iran were far less inclined to explo it the
petitioning system than men. Only 5% of the petitions were submi tte d by women .
I shall try to furn ish an explanation for this imbalance.

After defining the analytical concept of gender, West and Zimmerman go on to
develop the category of -doing gender-, focusing on the dynamic aspect of action
and interaction and any changes they may bring about to social circumstances.
They argue that gen der is not a set of traits, nor a variable, nor a role , but the
product of social acting. Gender is constituted through interac tion, wh ile at the
same time structuring this interaction. In acting ind ividuals -do- gender.8 This pro
cess of .doing gender- can perhaps be relatively easily traced in present societies
and social processes, observing this process in history on the bas is of docu mentary
material is clearly a far more difficult undertaking. Nonetheless, I shall try to take
into consideration this dynamic process of establishing gender roles, for as I see it ,
these petitions reflect a mutual - and moreover dynamic - relationship between
the petitioners and the Shah. The petitioning system symbolises mutual obliga-

the reconstruction of the cases and the social profile of the petitioner; see Schneider 2006:
40-44. These bul~ahä are preserved on an old microfilm at the University Library of Tehran
(no. 2929), the originals are, to the best of my knowl edge, lost. Only rarely do we find the
repo rts with regard to the further procedu re in the case. Reconstruction of the process of
petitioning is thus extremely difficult; see Schneider 2006: 51-52

6 This is a sampIe I have analysed alre ady in Schneider 2006. The sam pIe is made up of 120
petitions from RabI' 130l/Decemberl883 until January 1884 - the chronologically earliest
examples of the 850 petitions. Regrettably, I did not have a purely male sampIe for
comparison and 12 petitions of the SFP are contained in the sc. However, as these 12
petitions reveal a very similar pattern with regard to the rest of the female petitions in SFP
(the requests dealt with and the status of women as widows etc.) , any remarkable differences
have to be interpreted as a male contribution. A comparison with all male petitions out of the
sampIe of the 850 documents would have been better, but this has proven impossible in this
article.

7 West/Zimmerman 1991: 14.
8 ibid., 14, 18.
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tions: on the one hand, the Shah 's obligation to implement justice (Cadäla),9 to care
for his subjects and protect them; on the other hand, the subject's obligation to
remain loyal , to pay taxes and to perform military service. Wherever the petition
ing system failed to function according to the petitioners' expectations," a certain
dynamism becomes visible in the petitions: the petitioners point out the fact that
they are submitting their second or even third petition and they not only complain
about the Shah's failure to react, but threaten to cease invocating blessings for the
Shah (du cägüJf) - the symbolic acknowledgment of royal authority - if the Shah
does not respond (positively) to their petition. In other cases, they even go as far
as to threaten to leave the country and give up the ir status as subjects, with the
consequence that they wou ld no longer pay taxes. " As Lambton states:

» .. . justice, though it meant different things to different people, can be seen
as the final authority behind the ruler, who is regarded ideally as the
instrument of justice. It is for this reason, perhaps, that popular revolt has
so often been ultimately provoked when it was felt that zulm, this opposite
of justice, had reached intolerable lengths.e"

At this point, Foucault's concept of powe r" can be used to analyse these power
relations. Favouring fluidity over traditional notions of rigid verticality provides us
with an explanation for how the population could exert pres sure on the king
through the petitioning systern ."

The first section of this article (»1. Comparative analysis«) analyses the differ
ences between the two samples SFB and SC with regard to geographical origins,
categories of complaints, social profile, decisions given by the Shah, the wording
and style of the petitions and procedure of petitioning. In the second section (»2.
Gender, dass and society as refle cted in the petitions«), I shall try to reconstruct
the gender roles and gender relations against the background of society.

Furthermore, as a way of general introduction I would like to refer to two
studies on petitions submitted by female petitioners (a) in the Ottornan Empire
and (b) in New Hampshire. Of course we need to keep in mind the striking differ
ence in cultural and regional backgrounds represented by these two examples, not
to mention their basis in different political systems. The two studies can therefore
only be used to illustrate some interesting parallels.

For her part, Zarinebaf-Shahr focuses on female petitioners in the Ottornan Em
pire between 1680 and 1706, i. e. she is concemed with a historical period some
two hundred years earlier than the Iranian sample under consideration. Guided by
an interest in the strategies pursued by Muslim women from different social
settings to gain a bargaining position in both domestic and public spheres of their

9 Lambton 1988: 99, 103.
10 Schneider 2008.
11 Farge/Foucault 1989: 9, 18; see Schneider 2006: 87-90.
12 Lambton 1988: 103; Leder 1998: 135 , 140-141.
13 Foucault 1972: 98; see also Farge/Fo ucault 1989.
14 Schneider 2006: 95-105.
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society, she asks whether women actively participated in the process of manipu
lating the existing legal limitations in order to improve their socio-econornic
standing. " Only 8.24% of the petitions submitted in the seventeenth-century
Ottoman Empire were by wornen." Although low, it is however a higher percen
tage than that of the Iranian sampie. Nevertheless, Zarinebaf-Shahr believes it is
justified to draw some general conclusions: that women enjoyed a certain degree
of involvement in the social and economic life of their community, that across all
social classes they took advantage of available legal mechanisms to protect their
rights, and that they participated actively in the dynamic process of legal
procedure whether through qäc;li courts or the Imperial Council. " According to the
petitions, widowed women were often exposed to abuse by authorities. " They
presented their petitions either directly, through a representative (usually a male
relative) or the local qäQi. The usual procedure was that they first presented their
case to the local qäQi who normally decided on familial matters. " Hence, only
very few petitions reached the Imperial Court which dealt with marital problems
such as bride price, marriage and divorce." When petitioning the ruler, the
proxirnity of the seat of government in Istanbul helped in gaining access to the
petitioning system." Zarinebaf-Shahr argues that the economic position of women
depended on inheritance, bride price and dower," and that most cases were
concerned with these forms of property." Inheritance can thus be said to have
been an important source of economic power for women. In cases of abuse, wo
men were particularly vocal in defending their rights." Interestingly, Zarinebaf
Shahr finds cases in which women participated in the economic life of the commu
nity by giving and taking loans. " The Ottoman petitions seidom represented wo
men frorn the lower social strata who earned wages as dornestic servants, weavers,
agricultural workers, etc." The nurnber of petitions against officials (31 %)
exceeded those against relatives and husbands (23%);27 there is also evidence that
the officials in charge of the saria courts took advantage of their positions and
confiscated the possessions of defenceless wornen. "

In her article »The Power of Petitions: Wornen and the New Harnpshire
Provincial Government, 1695-1770«, M. Schrnidt Blaine exarnines the situation in

15 Zarinebaf-Shahr 1996: 83.
16 ibid ., 86.
17 ibid., 94-95.
18 ibid., 84.
19 ibid., 86 .
20 ibid., 87, 91.
21 ibid., 94 .
22 ibid. , 87 .
23 ibid., 88.
24 ibid., 89.
25 ibid., 91.
26 ibid., 88.
27 ibid.
28 ibid., 90 .
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North America, from aperiod historically earlier than our Iranian example (but
contemporaneous with the Ottoman sampie), from another region, and of course a
completely different cultural context. Moreover, the scope of the sampie is far
greater (and its archival holding far more complete!). Although these differences
preclude far-reaching or watertight conclusions, aseries of interesting paralleis
emerges nonetheless. Generally, the discussion on petitions submitted by women
in North America focuses on the political aspect in the petitioning process, for wo
men were basically excluded from the formal channels of political participation.
The lineaments of this situation are usually traced and argued on the basis of the
submissive language employed in the petitions. Schmidt Blaine evaluates this
somewhat differently, however, pointing to the fact that petitioning at least gave
women a voice where they would otherwise have remained voiceless. Moreover,
she argues that the petitions offered an opportunity for far greater fernale asser
tiveness and civic involvement." Free, white, wealthy males dominated the Anglo
American hierarchy, but a certain degree of subservience was expected from all
petitioners, regardless of their age, sex, or economic status, and whether they feit
subservient or not. 30 Petitioning being an -ancient right- in English society, the law
did not guarantee fernale inhabitants of the province the right of petition, but
women in New Hampshire clearly believed that the right applied to them." Most
petitions were presented by a single person or a small group of persons, and the
petitions were sent first to the provincial governor and then on to the provincial
assernbly. " Petitioning also seems to have been a quite expensive undertaking."
Schmidt Blaine argues that women's petitions tended to be personal rather than
political, while at the same time adding that this is a clear instance of the personal
being political, thereby utilising a typical feminist argurnent." She regards
petitioning as an »expression of familial leadership available to ordinary women
during the colonial era-." Most women petitioned because of familial (request of
divorce etc.) or property issues, while - as a second focus - difficulties emerging
from the -war- were also prevalent. In the latter case, women demanded financial
aid after having been captured by indigenous Americans. Real or personal prop
erty issues made up 28% of petitions; those related to war 36%.36 AIthough the
language of the petitions was clearly one of subservience, she argues that in this
respect there was no substantial but only a gradual difference to men 's petitions."
Many women submitting petitions were widowed or without a male presence in

29 Schmidt Blaine 2001 : 63.
30 ibid., 62.
31 ibid ., 59-60.
32 ibid., 60
33 ibid., 61.
34 ihid., 59.
35 ibid.
36 ibid ., 65.
37 ibid. , 62.
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their households." They thus sometimes succeeded in rece iving the legal status of
f emme sole, an unmarried adult, which granted greater freedom in trade." Most
women did not petition for actions which interfered with the duties and lega l
rights of their husbands. Such petitions were rarely successful. Women's pet itions
were far more frequent, and far more successful, whenever the y requested acti on
that would aid the ent ire family. "

1. Comparative analysis

1.1. Geographical origins
Seventy percent of the petitions under consideration here come from the rnain cities
in the north, northwest and northeast of Iran such as Rast, Simnän, Maläyir, Gilän,
Huy, Nisäbür, Sabzavär, Tuysirkän, Nihä vand, Bastäm, Zang än, Sährüd, Qazvin ,
Ägarbäygän, Ardabil , Säh 'Abd al-Azlm. The petitions from the southem parts of
Iran and Tehran are missing." The geographical distribution is the same in the Sc.

1.2 Categories of complaints dealt with
There are roughly three main categories of petitions:

a) Legal requests concerning civil and criminal law; some pennone rs had pre
viously gone to sar' or 'urf- courts, i. e. to a religious or state court, before peti 
tioning the king.

b) Political requests concerning complaints about oppression suffered at the hands
of state officials; statements of satisfaction are rare.

c) Personal requests such as claims for tax reductions, pensions, alms.

55 % of the SFP are civil cases comprising inheritance and property claims and
one case of divorce, while 13% concern criminal cases; 15% are complaints
against state officials, 13% for pensions and employment, while 4% are concerned
with various other topics.

In comparison: the SC consists of 31% cases of civillaw, including several pro 
perty and inheritance claims, 13% criminal cases , 27% complaints about state
officials , 23% relating to tax reductions, pensions, salaries or employment, 6%
deal with different issues. f From arnong the petitions submitted by wornen, it may
be concluded that the percentage of civil claims is about twice as high as in the

38 ibid., 64
39 ibid., 66.
40 ibid. , 67.
41 ibid. , 55- 56.
42 Schneider 2006: 56-73: I counted the male petitions only. With regard to the claims against

state officials there are 14% group petitions of males against state officials (including claims
against taxes), 5% are reports on the basis of petitions, but it is not clear whether these were
orig inally single or group petitions, and 8% of the petitions against state officials were
subm itted by single ma le persons.
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mixed sampIe, the percentage of complaints with regard to criminal cases is about
the same, while complaints against state officials are much less than in SC, as are
the claims for pensions and salaries.

1.2.1. Legal requests
1.2.1 .1 Civil cases: propetty and inheritance claims (civil claims):"

Out of this group
a) 25% are claims against relatives" and
b) 30% are claims against a third party ."

In category a) 50% of the women are widows, in category b) 46% are widows.

I will briefly summarise the cases to give an impression of the contents of these
petitions and the position of women in society and family life:

Ia/Ib/Ic Badrgahän from Garrü s: her claim is aga inst her husband, who
expelled her from the family horne when she was ill, took her property and has
neither provided her with living expenditure (mabärig) nor returned her dower
(mahrlya). Her status as a married or divorced woman is therefore not clear.
VII: from Huy: a woman complained that a soldier had taken away her
daughter-in-law, but it turns out that she had been legally divorced.
XI: the wife of Mustafä QuU Hän from Sabzavär submits a petition. After her
husband's death his brother, Ädina QuU Hän, has expelled her from the farnily
horne, taken her pension (mavägib) and killed her son (this is also a criminal
case , see 1.2.1.2); even I:Iuggat al-Islärn Mullä I:Iäggi Mirzä Ibrähim, a cle ric,
could not protect her.
XII: the wife of Äqä Sayyid Ga'far Lägavardi from Käsän is old and her son is
disabled. Her nephew, Mir zä Sukr Alläh, has taken her property by deceitful
means forging a letter of conciliation (sulhniima),
XIV: th is is a petition submitted by a man in the name of his wife - a rare
example. Mullä 'Abd al-Husayn from Zangän claims the inheritance rights of
his wife against her brothers.
XV: from Huy: the daughter of Käzim Hän complains that her father wants to
turn her property into a tuyül46_ a step she is unhappy about because she thinks
that it will be rui ned. According to law, while the father is responsible for the

43 These are 47 cases, see p. 226pp. Three cases are counted twice because the y fall into two
different categories. Thus XI is a property claim as well as a criminal case; the same is true for
XVI a and b, and XXII is a property case as well as the request for a pension.

44 I a/I bII c; VII; XI (see also criminal cases 1.2), XII, XIV, XV, XVIII, XXII, XXIII; XXVII, XXIX,
XXXVI, XLV, XLVII; in thes e examples we have widows in: XI, XII (probably), XXII, XXIII,
XXVII, XXIX, XLV.

45 III; IV, XVI a and b (see also criminal cases 1.2) , XVII , XIX; XXV; XXVI, XXXI; XXXII; XXXIII;
XXXIV; XXXV (actually four widows submitting a petition), XXXVIII, XXXIX, XLIII. The
petitioners are widows in: III; XVI a and b , XVII; XXVI, XXXI; (XXXIV: a »grass« widow: her
husband is temporarily away), XXXV, XLIII.

46 "Land assignment«, see : Lambton 1969: 442.
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money of his children, he must take a11 care not to waste it . A royal order had
already been issued in his case, stating that a change in the status of the
property could only proceed upon the owner granting permission. The Shah
remarks »very good« in the margin. This is thus not a petition but the report on
the action taken with regard to an earlier petition.
XVIII: is submitted by the wife of Karbalä 'I Ibrähim Sabbäg (the dyer) and is
origina11y directed against her eldest son. He pawned the house without
permission of the owners before he died. Now she is embroiled in a conflict
with Sayyid Ahmad Safti, who has bribed the officials. In spite of a judgment,
the farnE, warden, came and expe11ed her and the others from the family
horne.
XXII: in Qazwin, the wife of Mirzä Buzürg Hän complains that her husband, an
officer (sartip), left her a child who should be the inheritor, only for two of his
co-wives to now claim money and property. She claims a job for her son (see
also under 1.2.3.).
In XXIII from Asadäbäd/Hamadän, the daughter of the late Mirzä Rahim a
minor taxation officer/sarriStadär, wife of the deceased I:Iäggi Hän, had been
living together with her son from her father's pension. Now that he is dead she
claims her husband's inheritance for herself and her son, which the other heirs
are refusing.
XXVII: a long petition from Garrüs, the wife (or: wives, family? Persian: ahl)
and children of the late 'Abd Alläh Bik Tufangdär (gunman). The petitioner
states that the husband's brother, who assumed guardianship tsarporasti) of her
children after her husband's death, is treating them very badly and wants to cut
the »one bite of bread« (luqma-yi nänO - by which she means the pension of her
deceased husband. Without right and litigation (bi ma'n ä va-bidün -i muräfaa-yi
sarO, he has destroyed her property. Furthermore, she wants 100 Tümäns of
the pension of the late 'Abd Alläh Blk for his son and states that she has
already petitioned for this, receiving a judgement (which, as it seems, was not
carried out).
XXIX: from Simnän, Hänum Kuöak-i Simnäni writes a long petition telling her
story. She and her daughter, who is now dead, had a garden from her dower
($adäq). She married a man from Tehran and after his death came back to
Simnän to sell the garden. But Sayu Mahdi has taken, on the instigation of her
nephews, half of the garden. There was a petition and a judgment giving her
back the garden, but Sayu Mahdi has again managed to retake it. She and her
minor children are dying from hunger (man bä $agir az gurusnagi talaf misavimi.
"All know that this is my garden.«
Sahrbänii from Simnän (XXXVI) inherited property from her father. Her mother
turned the property into a waqf for rawdahväni (commemoration of the martyrs
of Kerbela through professional readers) . Her uncle was entrusted with the
administration tmutavallii. Her husband, however, has stolen a letter of
conveyance ($ul1)näma) which she wrote for her mother, erased her name,
inserted his own, put the scholars' seal on it and thus appropriated her money.
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In XLV, a petition from Tuysirkän, Hum ä, daughter of the late Gahängir Hän
Mirzä and wife of I:Iäggi cAB, states that her brother-in-law has sold some
property to her husband but now claims to have been cheated and wants to
expropriate the property from her and her children. He is hounding her every
day about this matter.
XLVII: th e daughter of the late Muhammad Karim Hän from Isfah än speaks of a
1000 Tümäns dower (mahrlya), pension (ma!Jiirig) and income (ugrat) from
some inherited property, which she has been forced to give up because of her
divorce. Apparently, she has previously obtained a letter from the Shah stating
that her property be retumed to her.

With regard to petitions addressing property and inheritanc e claims against th ird
parties:

In III a women from Rast - Zivar Hänum - complains that the vak il-i ra'iiy« , the
ombudsman, who should safeguard the interests of the town's inhabitants, has
taken a liking to her property. This property is the basis of her and her
granddaughter's livelihood. He is also harassing her.
In IV the daughter of Ismä 'Il Hän in Rast has lost her house to a man called
Sayl] Muhsin,
In XVI a&b from Käsän, the wife of Mullä Abü l-Hasan (who is dying)
complains about the injuries Mirzä Nasr Alläh inflicted on hirn (this is also a
criminal case, see 1.2.1.2), but the perpetrator has also tried on the basis of sar"
and (wf -judgements to take away her property. She has a letter of confirmation
from the jurists of Käsän .
In XVII, a petition from Käsän, the daughter of the late Äqä Sayyid Häsim, wife
of Äqä Muharnmad Husayn, has inherited a house from hirn. As her husband
had debts, the creditor wants to take the house from her and she asks for a
delay and payment with deferral. She states explicitly that the creditor is a rich
man possessing 50,000 Tümäns,
In XIX the wife of l:IäggI Guläm Husayn complains that Turkmen took away
their herds, and she and six or seven children remain without any means of
subsistence.
XXV: in a petition from Sabzavär - Ma'süma - , the petitioner complains that
she pawned (bay-i sart) a day's water supply from a fountain; the other person
agreed, but now, after giving hirn the money and the interest on it, he is
refusing to give back her rights to the water supply.
In petition XXVI from Nihävand, Gavähir accuses Sayl] Müsä of having usurped
a garden which belonged to her husband and now - after his death - to her.
She has a judgment, but he refuses to listen.
XXXI from Simnän is a petition of the mother of cAB Muhammad, a shoemaker.
Her husband has died. She has nothing but a house as inheritance for her child.
The heirs of l:Iäggi Ga'far sought to take it without litigation, and for this
purpose prepared a waqf-niima and took it to Tehran. They struck up a special
relationship with the deputy govemor (nii% al-l,zuküma) and with his help
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appropriated the house, so that »this weak wo man with her min or child has
had to go to the mosque and nobody gives me justice«,
XXXII from Nihä vand is a petition submitted by Mardiya . She re ports that she
had inherited apart of a mill but the co-owner is trying to take it away from
her.
In XXXIII from Nisäpür, the relatives of Rustam Sultan complain that anothe r
person is intent on taking the property by deceitful means.
XXXIV is a petition from Gilän. Ma's üma's reports that her prop er ty lies in the
same neighbourhood as that of a man called J:Iaggi Mulla (AlL As lang as her
husband was present, this man did not dare to touc h the property or the ann ual
income of th is property (igära-yi imsäla). Now that the husband is away, he is
exploiting the situation and has extorted part of the income. She is afraid that
he will represent the affair decei tfully (muStabah) to Musir al-Sult än, take the
rest of the income and then the whole property. She asks for an order giving
her back the part of the annual income he has already taken, to suspend th is
money or transfer it to government for safekeeping until he r husband returns
and litigation can commence.
In XXXV, a petition from Rast, four widows complain that J:Iaggi Äqä Ridä has
usurped and damaged their property without any right.
Document XXXVIII from Harnadän reveals the sto ry of a - Jewish or Christian
family whose property was taken away while the sons were away for several
months completing the harvest; the wife of one of the men was forced into
converting to Islam in a Mullä 's house and was about to be given into marriage
to a Muslim after delivering her baby. The old wo man was blind, the young
woman in the house pregnant and, as it seems, both were equally unable to
protect their property and their life.
In XXXIX from Rast, the daughter of Mashadi petitions that she has been
deceived by Haggi Mirza Nasir, who wants to take her property.
In XLIII, a petition from Käsän, the wife of the late Hägg! 'Ali Kabir , a
merchant, petitions for her son, imprisoned due to incurring debts. She asks for
hirn to be set free so that he can to try retrieve money owed hirn by creditors,
or that the state should send someone to help hirn.

The high percentage of widows - between 46% and 50% - is striking. The women
in these petitions have, generally speaking, several possibilities at their disposal to
make a living: a pension, some rentable property, or their dower (in XLVII the wo
man had all three, only to lose all three) . They feit moved to submit complaints
upon losing these means. For this reason, the majority of petitions deal with pro
perty cases. More than 40% are complaints against relatives. Marital disputes pla y
no role, with only one case (VII) submitted by a worried mother-in-Iaw. Here the
Iranian sample differs from the New Hampshire sample in which most petitions
dealt with private issues but also among them property questions. In the Ottoman
sample, most cases concern property disputes, with only a few disputes arising
from marital problems. As far as the Ottoman Empire is concerned, this can be ex
plained by the structure of the Ottoman system of jurisdiction: the women first
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went with their marital complaints to the qäq.i's court and the cases were decided
at this level.

As many of the women presenting peti tions were alone and without male pro
tection, it seems that the major cause of their grievance was the greed of close re
latives, their intimidation and efforts of male family members to exploi t the situa
tion, by throwing them out of the house etc. The petitions in this sampIe clearly
contain as many complaints by women against relatives as in the Ottoman sampl e.
There is only one case (XXII) with a complaint against other women. However, in
the Ottoman sample the petitions against officials exceed those submitted against
husbands and relatives. With respect to mari tal complaints or divorce, the peti
tions focus on the material aspect (see I a, XLVII).

1.2.1.2 Criminal cases"

VIII: in a petition from Huy, the son of an unnamed woman has been killed. An
investigation followed. The woman suspects two different persons but cannot
substantiate her accusation.
X from Maläyir: the mother and wife of the murdered Husayn Quli Hän are
here sending their thi rd petition, complaining about the high costs demanded
for telegrams; they wonder why the previous response they had received
ordered them to find the murderers on their own . They ask whether the
enforcement of justiee ( iJJqäq-i l:zaqq) depends on the petitioners or the
concerted efforts of state officials .
XI: the wife of Mustafä Quli Hän from Sabzavär comp lains because after her
husband's death, his bro ther, Ädina Quli Hän, has expelled her from the house,
taken her pension (mavägib) and later even killed her son; even the protection
of I:Iuggat al-Isläm Mullä I:Iäggi Mirzä Ibrähim has not helped her. A sar
judgment was issued but it has had no effect .
In XVI a&b from Käsän, the wife of the late Mullä Abü l-Hasan has not only lost
her husband, but the murderer has also tried to appropriate her property on the
basis of sar' and 'ur] judgements. She has a letter of confirmation from the
'ulamii', the scholars of Käsän,
In XX: a mother and the wife complain that Gulärn Mans ür has killed their
son/husband. After the murderers (sicl) could not be found, the women
received - as inheritance - Guläm Mansür's houses as »blood money« for the
deceased. However, the 'uianui' as the vakil of the murderers (sie!) could not
show up, considered that they were unable to proceed and a special agent, who
went there, was sent back. In his decision the Shah angrily remarks: »The old
judgment should be applied. It is not necessary to have the judgment of a
mullä. The judgment of the divän should be carried out! «

47 VIII, X, XI (see also property cases 1.1); XVI a and b (see also property cases, 1.1), XX, XXX.
Widows are to be found in: X, XI, XVI a and b, XX; XXX (this wornen is accused of hav ing
killed her husband) .
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XXX: in this case a woman herself is accused of murder: this is not a petition
but areport in a rüzniima, a »daily report« from Harnadän. According to this
report, some days after being divorced by her husband, the wife invited hirn
around for a meal; two minutes after eating the served meat he died. However,
it was not the wife who had to go to prison on suspicion of murder, but her
father. Medical doctors have examined the corpse but found no signs of
poisoning. The decision passed down was to pursue the matter and bring it to
an end according to sar',

No criminal cases are contained in either the New Hampshire or Ottoman sampIes,
although in North America there are many cases of women asking for help
because of their capture by Native Americans. A similar case will be dealt with in
the next section on complaints against state officials.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the number of widows in the criminal cases is higher
than in civil cases: 83% of the petitions are submitted by widows or concern a
widow (in the latter case [XXX] a woman was under suspicion of having murdered
her husband). In three cases mothers of murdered men, sometimes jointly with the
daughter-in-Iaw, submitted petitions. As in the property claims (XI, XVI a & b,
XX), the problem addressed by the petition is once again that of procuring a
livelihood after the death of the husband/father, In XX, as a means for securing
their livelihood, the women were granred the inheritance of the murderer's hous
es. From the perspective of Islamic penallaw it is interesting that they were given
the house »for his blood« (dar 'avad-i bün) and thus act as representatives of his
family. Furthermore, in XI a woman who had lost her son complained to the Shah,
seeking to revenge the blood of her son tmahd-i ridii-yi budä bün bähi savad). In
practice, these women act as vali al-dam, the one who takes revenge for the blood
of the murdered person, a role normally attributed to the male agnates of the
family of the murdered person." X reveals problems in how the criminal justice
system conducted its investigation, for the women wondered whether they, and
not the state, were to enforce justice, whereas XX, areport, reveals that the Shah
wanted to control the penal judiciary system, including the jurisdiction of the
mulliis/"

1.2.2. Political requests
11 a/ 11 h/Il c, a somewhat complicated case, is a petition submitted by Zivar
Hänum, wife of 'Abd al-Husayn, the former governor of Bandpay, who had
been deposed and had to leave the town. Zivar Hänum accuses Gurgi, the
former pis"kär (chief financial officer), of harassing her. According to 11 a, her
house was surrounded by hirn and his men and all her personal belongings
were taken away; she was forced to flee to safety. In 11 b - areport on the affair
- it is said that her husband incited her to make these claims. The case is not

48 Peters 2005: 45: accord ing to the Shiites, the spouse relict is not allowed to be vali al-dam .
49 For the problem of the dual system of justice see Schneider 2005.
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clear, but seems to have a political background. The petitioner emphasises that
she is the daughter of the famous Mulk Ärä50 as wen as a relative of the state
(lJänazäd-i dawlat) and the honour of the king (nämüs-i malik) and his purity
CCi~mat).

VI: here three women - Gawhar Hänum, Ämina Hänum and Nisä' Hänum 
complain that the amin al-v~äV (trustworthy person in charge of pensions) has
deceitfully taken away their deceased father's pension and given it to his own
son.
IX: because their husbands have left the village of Avrig in Bastäm to work in
Astaräbäd and Mäzandarän , the women are seeking the status of »subjects«
(raCiyati). They pay taxes and are subject to the extorting practices of
Muhammad Hän, the local tax collector. The petition is sealed with the seal of
the men.
XXI is a petition from Mal äyir, The daughter of the late Sälär, wife of Sir cAU
Hän and the subjects of the village of Nang and Sirinäbäd51 complain about the
oppression of Guläm Nasir and Mansür, and point out that the special agent
Isrn ä'Il Tufangdär is not doing his job. The woman said: »The subjects are the
honour of the Shah« - as a way of concluding her petition with the statement
that they as subjects were about to loose honour (CirQ, nämüs) and property
(mäl).
XXVIII is a petition from Gilän. Women from the village of Kaysam complain
about the harassment of J:Iäggi Mullä Mirzä Hasan and the children of 'Abd al
Vahhäb Mustawfi, who, together with cAU Hän Sarhanq, Nä'ib 'Abd Alläh
farräS/warden and others robbed them and set fire to their house. Several
petitions have yet to be responded to. The Shah reacts angrily: »Nä' ib al
Saltana'" should be advised. The väli (govemor) of Gilän should be informed
and asked wh at this situations is, Why should people be oppressed by other
people? Surely a just order and ruling should be givenl«
XL is from Bandar-i Gaz , where a man named Habib cÄgiz asks for help for his
sister, captured by the Turkmen in Astaräbäd, She managed to escape and flee
to Äq Qal'a, However, the Turkmen entered the town and bribed the govemor
with money and carpets - and took the girl aga in by force (?).53 Mother and
daughter are prisoners at different places and cry. "Help is needed«,
XLIV is from Maläyir: Gawhar Mulük Hänum complains bitterly that one of the

. most wicked men in the province, Taymür Mirzä, has bribed Yahyä Mirzä 
presumably the governor - and become pis'?Jidmat bäSi (chief deputy
administer). Exploiting this position, he has molested and oppressed the

50 Sulaymäni 1959-60: 170, Mulk Ärä was a brother of the Shäh.
51 This seems to be the name of another village which could not be identified.
52 Kämrän Mirzä, son of Nasir al-Din Säh, was governor of Tehran in 1871 , later war ministe r

and governor of different provinces, Sulaymäni 1959-60: 193.
53 The Persian text is not clear. The verb follows in the singular which would mean that the

governor - and not the Turkmen - took the girl. This does not make much sense, however,
because the Turkmen had paid for her .
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people, entered her house drunk and even attempted to rape her daughter. She
calls for his dismissal. The Shah demands a »hard judgment« thukm-i sautf)
aga inst the man.

These cases concern the political aspect of the institution of masiilim , comprising
compl aints against the oppression practiced by governors and tax collectors.
Women also made use of this institution, meaning tha t they acted poli tically. In
the Ottoman sample the petitions against officials as guardi ans or qäe}is were also
often taken to the Sultan. There is no information about widows in these docu
ments. Women often formed groups to complain about state officials (IX, XXI,
XXVIII), and in these cases they considered themselves - because the men were
away somewhere - ra'äyä, »subjects«. However, usually whole communities sub 
mitted a petition, thus obviously comprising both men and wornen." XXI is some
what unusual, for one woman seems to have been speaking on the behalf of the
whole village: her familial affiliation is given. In two cases women identify them
selves explicitly as ra'äyä. (IX, XXI). In both II a and XXI the two women reminded
the Shah of his honour. The concepts of nämüs (in the Persian context), ' ird
(Arabic) and, to a lesser extent, ' ismat are deeply rooted in society but only rar ely
reflected in texts. Nämüs55

- meaning explicitly the female members of the family
and at the same time »honour«- relates to the women's conduct: the regard men
were held in depended on the sexual honour of the female members of their
family, which meant that they thus had a duty to defend and secu re the highl y
valued nämüs; once it was violated or flouted, because it reflected on them, their
own honour was also lost. This placed an obligation to respond upon the male
members of a family and restore honour, mostl y by killing the woman involved in
the affair ." Here the petitioner wrote however: ra'iya: nämiis -i pädiSäh ast: the
subjects are the honour of the Shah. The implications of this concept will be dis
cussed below.

One case comparable with those from New Hampshire is XL. Here a man's
sister had been captured by the Turkmen." Schmidt Blaine reports similar cases of
captured women who asked for help to be »redeemed«. In the Iranian sample,
women appealed to the state (or Shah), recalling the responsibility of authority to
protect inhabitants and borders. Whereas for the New Hampshire sample we know
that the state often reacted and tried to help women in this situation, we leam that
the Iranian governor of Aq Qal'a would seem not to have protected the woman
who took refuge there. Regrettably, the text is difficult to understand and - on the
institutionallevel - there is no information on how the affair unfolded.

54 Schneid er 2006: 73-74.
55 Haim 1997: tuimüs: a principle of law; chastity; the female memb ers of the fam ily; reputation,

esteem, honour; ' irc;l: reputation, honour; '~mat: chasti ty, purity , imrnun ity from something;
women's privacy, protection.

56 Casimir/Jung; Petersen 1985: 11.
57 The petition is quoted here because the man clearly petitions for his mother.
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1.2.3. Personal requests"
V: in Nisäb ür the daughter of Must afä Bik Guläm-i Rikäb states that after he r
father 's death she has become desperate. She does not request his salary
(mavägib) but demands a favour.
XIII is a petition from Tuysirkän where Gawhar Mulk complains that she has 25
Tümäns mavägib and property for which she has had to pay taxes. She asks for
a reduction.
XXII (see also among civil cases 1.2.1.1): in a petition from Qazvin the wife of
Mirzä Buzürg Hän complains that her husband, an officer (sartip) , has left her
with a child who should be entitled to inheritance, bu t that two of his co-wives
have tried to take away money and property. She also asks that her son be
given a job in the Foreign Ministry.
XXXVII: here very detailed claims are made by the wife of the late Hägg! Mirzä
Muhsin, formerly a laskar-nivis - a secretary of the military - in Ädarbäygän.
Following his death, his son 'All Ridä succeeded hirn in this post, only to then
die as well. She now proposes that her other son should receive 200 Tümäns.
Her second request is the payment of the pension granted to her grandson
worth 75 Tümän s, his father Mirzä Hasan having also died. Amir Nizäm has
prevented this. Also Ismä 'Il , another grandson of Muhsin, has died and his
salary (mavägib) should be given to his children. The Shah advises the
responsible person to answer.
XLII is a petition from 'Abd ar-eA~im, submitted by the wife of the late Dü 1
faq är Hän Sarhang (officer). Her husband had a good salary (mavägib) but its
payment has ceased since his death and she has not received anything. She
asked for herself and for a pension.
XLVI: Hägir Sultän, daughter of the late Muhamrnad Ibrähim Hän Mu'tarnid al
Mulk, had - as her two sisters - always received a pension of 250 Tümäns (72
for each, she states), which has been reduced however. Her sisters in Tehran
have succeeded in reclaiming the full sum, whereas she, being far away from
Tehran, submits this petition for this purpose.

Not surprisingly, at 50%, the ratio of widows is again high. All women come from
families of state officials. It seems that a certain type of pension for the family of a
state official was not unknown, for many raise complaints referring to how they
are no longer being paid out or are being drawn by others. Regrettably, parallel
cases from neither the Ottoman nor the American sampIes are reported.

Other cases:
XXIV the wife and family of Muhammad Ridä Hän Zädagän have spent time in
an asylum. The document is not a petition but areport. It is too short for a
reconstruction of the case.

58 V; XIII;XXII (see also 1.1); XXXVII; XLII; XLVI.
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In XLI the women of Tälis Gurgänrüdi complain that their husbands and
brothers (rlgal-i rnd) had gone to the royal court to submit a petition three years
ago. Many of them were beaten and subsequently died, all of them were
despera te (as it seems, they could not submit the petition). The women demand
an investigation to restore their rights."?

1. 3 . Socia l profiles (age, profession/basis of livelihood, place of residence)
of the wornen submitting petitions

About 45% of the petitioners are widows, while one petition is submitted by a
woman whose husband is absent but still alive (XXXIV). Widows make up the
majority of petitioners in New Hampshire as wen, where petitions were handed in
either by widowed women or by wornen without a male presence in their house
hold. The same is true for the Ottoman sample. This seems to be a cross-cultural
parallel. I have not come across a petition of a male petitioner who described him
self as a widower. A second result refle cted in the petition is that women living
alone an d having no male person to defend them seem to have been -normal- tar
gets for harassment an d intimidation .

About 30% of the pe tit ions were submitted by relatives, wives, da ughters, or
sisters of state officials (47% of them widows) . Often these men had served in
th e army. No woman was herself active in state service. Furthermore, in the SFP
4% of the peti tioners are wives of tnulliis, while one women is the rnother of a
shoe smith (XXXI, this is 2%), another that of a dyer (XVIII, also 2%) an d one
the wife of a merchant (XLIII, again 2%) . It is not always possible to reconstruct
the social background of the women. It can be stated, however, that a certain
proportion of female petitions (but a smaller percentage than in petitions
sub mit ted by males), i. e. 9% as compared to 14% in the SC60

, comes from rural
area s.

The group petition from women of Avrig/Bistäm reveals that the men had to
work somewhere else because the land was barren (IX), meaning th at the women
and children were left behind in the village. In pe tition XXXVIII the (Jewish or
Christian ) men had to leave for the silkworm harvest. In one petition the wife of
I:Iäggi Gul äm Husayn, originally from Kirmän but now living in Säh rüd, corn
plained that Turkmen abducted their animals (XIX). Zarinebaf-Shah r' s remark on
the Ottornan sample applies here too: the petitions seldom represented those wo
men from lower classes who eamed wages as domestic servants, weavers, agri
cultural workers etc ."

Forty percent of the women in the SFP owned land, property or at leas t a
house. Sometimes the women onl y speak of property without further specifica-

59 The precise reason what the men petit ioned for and why they were unsuccessful cannot be re
constructed.

60 Schmidt Blaine 2001: 60. Petition s were presented by a single person or a small group in New
Hampshire as weil.

61 Zahrinebaf-Shahr 1996: 88 .
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tion. " From Nihävand, Mardiya complained (XXXII) that she owned 1/6 of the
stone of a mill in the village of Lower Varämin, which she had received as inheri
tance from her father. It seem s to have been her sole source of income (mäya-yi
maiiyat va-gudharän). The other owner, Muharnmad Hän, put pressure on her and
threatened to seize her share of the property as compensation for tax payments.
She asked for orders to be given that - as before - she should pay no tax for this
property, and could quietly practice duCägiPi (symbolic prayers for the Shah). To
summarize, women submitting petitions either lived on incomes from some pro
perty or some pension they received.

With one excep tion, where Jews or Christi ans were invo lved (XXXVIII), all
petitions were submitted by Muslim women. The exception reveals that harass
ment of relig ious minorities took place and targeted in particular the women of
these minorities: Ismä 'il, Mahdi and Samcün with thei r blind mother were the joint
petitioners. They stated that the sons of the family had gone away for 10 months
to take part in the silkworm harvest tpilavari), leaving their blind mother with
Sham' ün's wife in their house. On their ret urn, the y found the house empty: gold
and furni ture had disappeared. It turned out that under the persuasion of two
women, BIbI and Sult än Hayyät, everything had been given to Ga' far Kasiköi, the
watchman, and his son Sulayrnän. The petitioners were worried about Sacün's
pregnant wife, who had been carried off to the house of Mullä 'Abd Alläh and
(forcibly?) becom e a Muslim. She had then been sent to Gacfar's house. The
petitioners seem to beli eve tha t there is a danger of her being married to his son
Sulaym än after giving bir th . With the help of agents of the provincial government
they were able to find some of their possessions in the house of BiN and Sultän
Hayyä t, The rest had disapp eared. They requested that the law be implemented
(iJ:Jqäq-i haqq). Unfortunately, no answer or remark of the Shah is preserved. Cases
of religious minorities are rare among the pet itions.

1.4. Wording and style of the petitions
With regard to New Hampshire in the 18th century Schmi dt Blaine writes:

»While women used term such as -powerless- and -helpless- far more often
than men, the wording men chose, which usually concentra ted on thei r eco
nomic weaknesses, conveyed a similar message of need. Therefore, in
individual petitions, whe n women peti tioned for thei r -fatherless children 
or asked the government to aid the m due to -poor circumstances-, the mean
ing of the wording in their petitions did not vary tremendously from the
wording men used ....«63

For the Ottoman sam ple, Zarinebaf-Shahr states without any detailed investigation
into the semantics of the petitions:

62 See III, IV, XV, XVII, XVIII, XXII, XXV, XXVI, XXIX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV,
XXXIX, XLV, XLVII.

63 Schmidt Blaine 2001 : 62.
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»Women who petitioned the court were careful to make a point of their
vulnerability and defencelessness.v"

In the Iranian sample women spoke of themselves - and began their petitions 
with terms such as q.acifa (»the weak«) , kamina (»your humble one «), jaqira, (vthe
poor«), as well as kaniz and gäriya, both originally meaning a female slave. Wo
men often combined these terms to stress their humbleness such as kamina gäriya
etc. I have not come across similar combinations among male petitions. More
often women gave their familial and not their first names; they are »wife of« or
»daughter of« someone. Some examples can be found in which women referred to
themselves or were referred to by their first name beside the familial affiliation er
a, II a, VI, XXV, XXVI, XXXII, XXXIV, XXXVI, XLIV, XLV, XLVI) - which is normal
in case of male petitions. In the male petitions of SC, men always gave their full
name and familial affiliation at the beginning of the petition and terms of hum
bleness such as cäkir (»obedient servant«), gän naiiir (»devoted, ready to sacrifice
oneself«) were only used in the text." The terminology is not equal, i. e. only some
of the terms were used in the same way by men and women (e. g. [aqir, jaqira),
while others are gender specific.

As these documents are not the original petitions but summaries by clerks, the
question arises whether the documents reflect the terminology originally used by
the petitioners or whether the secretaries used a standard terminology. I would
argue that these petitions largely represent the original wording and style (not
only contents) of the petitions, for several reasons:

An analysis of the petitions - or better: summaries - reveals on the one hand a
certain standard structure and a categorization which surely was used by the
secretaries when summarizing the petitions: the place is named first, then the peti
tioner's name (in case of women: not the first name but mostly the familial affilia
tion) is given, followed by the subject matter and the final demand. On the other
hand, the documents vary considerably in length, style (use of first-person report,
information additionally given to the case, personal assessment of the case,
personal dismay) and thus reveal individual traits. In some petitions the case story
is related in the first-person singular and direct speech, which surely was taken
from the original petitions. In other cases the third-person is used as expression of
politeness and humbleness to the Shah (»the one who is invoking blessings on the
Shah« or »this weak wornan«). Often the same documents combine first-person
reports and reports in the third person. These differences in length, style, wording
and information would be an argument for the preservation of much of the origi
nal petitioners' use of terminology etc. by the clerks."

Both women and men try through their wording to express their desperate
situation. In this sarnple women speak of qalil milki, »a bit of property«, and they
complain that the provincial government does not care about »poor people like us«

64 Zarinebaf-Shahr 1996: 84.
65 See the examples in Schneider 2006 : 106-203.
66 ibid ., 40-44.
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(IV amtiil-! mii fuqarä/) ; they »ventured to submit a petition« (V: bi-iard-i 'arida
gasarat kardam) or even (as a group in the village) did not venture to personally
submit the petition in fear of the oppression of Muhamrnad Hän when the king
rode through th e village (IX: dar 'ubiir-i mawkib-i Ma~ÜT ... bi 'ard-i taaddiytu-i
Muhammad Ijan gasarat naraft), deciding it safer to send it afterwards; they stated
that money was taken from »these two old women who were incapable of sur
viving« (X: az in du eagaza ki qädir bar quvvat lti yamilt nistim) and demand that the
Shah intercedes, so that they and their minor children would not be homeless in
winter (XVII: in giiriya bii cand nafar awliid-i§a@r dar in zimistiin iiviira naSavim); a
woman asked that an order be given to force »th is irreligious old man to obey the
law and to give this humble woman who prays for the Shah relief from his
oppression« (XXVI: istid'ii iinki muqarrar savad in saylJ-i gayr-i mutadayyin-rä bi
itaeat-i sar' va-surf magbilr namäyad va in kamina-yi duetigil-ra az taaddi-yi-ü äsiida
d ärod), They also asked for just royal orders (amr-i eadalana-yi tnuliikiina) and the
implementation of the right (iJ:zqaq-i haqq). In particular the terms used at the
conclusion of petitions are parallel to those of male petitions.

Despite these devout and humble personal attributes, the style and wording
was, however, not always humble, often expressing self-confidence." In other
words: the style of the petitions varies according to the personality of the petitio
ners and not according to their sex. Whereas one could suggest that women are
more humble, cautious and ignorant of the procedure, there are also humble
petitions from men and self-confident petitions from women. Some examples are
given below:

Male cxample:"
He says:

From Siräz Mirzä Hasan Tihräni has submitted a petition via the post. He
has been living for five years in Siräz, suffering misfortune, without work
(bi-kar), indebted (maqrilc;l) and poor (parlSan) , so that he cannot move
anywhere else: I ask for orders from his Majes ty's grace to give a salary
or gratuity (aneam) to this obedient servant (ciikir) , so that from the
Excellency, the Shadow of God on Earth, may our souls be sacrificed to
hirn , he could live with his wife and children quietly and practice
prayers for the ruler (duetigil)i).

Example of a female petition: XI
The wife of the late Mustafä Quli Hän, after describing her husband's job at
the cavalry of Sabzavär and his dea th in the battle against the Turkmen,
writes:

One hundred Tümäns of his salary were stipulated in my right. Ädina
Quli Bik, Mustafä's brother, whose bad character and wickedness all

67 ibid., 42-43, for an example of a female petitioner. For the example of a humble male
petitioner see p. 41.

68 ibid., 143: petition 78 .
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people in the province know, took this pension and did no t give one
Dinär to me. He behaved very badl y. I did not have the power to resist
because my child was small. He expe11ed me from my inheri ted ho use . I
rented a house next to th e house of l::Iuggat al-Islä rn l::Iäggi Mirzä Ibr ähim
and lived there. What I had owned was taken awa y. One evening, when I
was sleeping, Ädina QuH Bik came from the roof and stabbed my son
with a knife in his shoulder, he bled a great deal and fainted. I went to
l::Iuggat al-Isläm and told hirn what happened. Four to five months I
spent nursing my son , just in these days the only child I had passed
away. Several judgments were given by the sar-court that Ädina QuH is
the murderer, but I had to take the affair to the just Royal Court for
avenging the blood of my son.

In both petitions the (male and female) petitioners complain about their misfor
tune, desperate situation and helplessness. Accordingly, the styl e of the petitions is
despondent and distraught.

An example of a complete different style of petitioning is XXI from Maläyir:
Maläyir: the daughter of the late Sälär , wife of Sir <All Hän and the subj ects
of the village of Nang and Sir1näbäd and ... :

Because of the evil deeds and profligacy of Guläm Näsir and Gulärn
Mans ür we submit a petition. Ismä 'Il Hän Tufangdär has been instructed
(to investigate the matter). He knows what we are suffering. Amon g the
judgments we have is one of Ganäb-i Mu11ä Mirzä Muhamrnad Mugtahid,
who was about to die. The documents have been sent to the honourable
state officials of the royal state, a confirmation of the noblemen of the
province we have in hand. But Ismä 'Il Hän is confused because of his
prejudice. When state officials tolerate such a clear case of injus tice 
where will the affair of the poor subjects end up? The summary of
Ganäb-i Mu11ä Mirzä Muhammad's judgement is clear. The subjects are
the king's honour (ra'iya: nämiis -i pädiSäh ast): this is even truer of his
government! The brazenness of the two Guläms Näsir and Mans ür to the
Navväb cannot remain unknown and is reason for mercy. When the
governor's stick is not there, the drunken black man (from Zanzibar) will
vomit in the Ka'ba (agar cüb-i tuikim nabäSad zi pay, konad zangi-ye mast
dar Ka'ba qay: In short: money and esteem (ircj.) and honour (nämüs)
disappear in the urban and rural areas (1,Iäcj.ir wa -bädf).
The Shah's remark: report the details to 'Alä' al-Dawla , so that he can
reprimand the responsible persons and can pass aresolution that this
kind of injustice will not be repeated.

This petition not only describes the situation soberly and gives a11 the information
needed but also - although written in a desperate situation - reveals the pe titio
ner's anger and fury as we11 as the -empowerment-; her standing up for her rights
is palpable. The niimiis aspect will be discussed below. Here it has to be pointed
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out that despite the self-confident style the woman does not give her name but a
double familial affiliation as daughter of Säl är and wife of SIr (All Hä n.

Another example for this style is XXXV:
Four widowed women write:

These slaves have a little bit of inherited property which is the means of
their living and is vital for their survival. I:Iäggi Äqä Ridä , son of I:IäggI
Mullä Mirzä Hasan, has without any right (bidün-i hic 1:zaqq u hisäbi)
usurped our property. A certain amount is destroyed, he has placed us in
hard circumstances and made us poor (parlSän va-niiiiz), We request orders
that if he has a case according to sar and (wf-Iaw against us, he should
first have litigation with us and then, whatever the judgement, it should
be implemented, and prior to litigation he should cease to molest us!

Again information is combined with anger and fury about the usurpation and clear
knowledge about the petitioners' legal rights and the procedural steps which have
to be first taken. The petitioners advise them (and therefore the Shah) to deal with
the matter in a legally correct way, 1. e. in litigation, that the judgement be ad
hered to, and they should no longe r be molested" Again the petitione rs name
themselves with humbleness (»these slaves«) and do not use their first names 
despite the self-confident style of the petition.

1.5 . Decisions given by the Shah
With regard to legal cases and requests, the ruler had the theoretically-founded,
1. e. on the basis of the normative literature on state craft,?? possibility and power
to decide legal questions himself and /or to enforce already existing judgments.
Näsir al-Din Säh normally did not take judgements on his own, possibly because
he lacked the necessary judicial training. He either issued orders to enforce
already existing decisions or delegated the decision to the provincial ruler 
normally with the remark to »enforce the right« (i1:zqäq-i 1:zaqq).71 Furthermore, in
all cases conceming women the rule r either wanted already existing judgements to
be carried out or he ordered the govemor - as judge - to take the decision. An
exception is I a/I h/I c: the petitioner, Badrgahän from Garrüs, had complained
about the bad behaviour of her husband. He had expelled her from the house
when she was ill and had taken all her personal belongings. He gave her neither
living expenses (malJärig) nor her dower imohriya) , As a consequence, she had
neither the status of a wife nor of a divorced woman (with her mahriya to live off).
Muhamrnad (All Hän Sartip helped her husband. She wants her case to be
investigated but makes no mention of an already existing judgment, quite possibly
because she wanted to conceal the decision handed down. The Shah ordered his

69 ibid., 21-22: 'urfi, which in 19th-century Iran means »state law«.
70 As reflected für instance in Mäwardi 1960: 77- 95.
71 Schneider 2006: 61-65.
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san, the Nä 'ib al-Saltana, Kämrän Mirz ä'? to tell Sartip not to side with the
husband and to reinstate her right (luuman. dar haqq-i in Q.acija qariiri däda iir ä
äsüda kunad). This is quite exceptional and has to be taken as one of the rare cases
in which the Shah - for reasons not given - abandoned his usual practice,
interceding in the case and giving his own decision." In this case we also have one
of the rare examples of areport on the petition in I band I c. In I b it is asked
which order had been given. It is stated that letters had been written to the
govemor of Garrüs and to Sartip.

In another case the wife of Äqä Gacfar Lägavardi from Käsän (XII), an old
woman with a disabled san, accused same men/relatives to have faked a deed of
conveyance ($ul1)nänla) to ha rm her. In this case, tao, the Shah ordered that a
letter be written to the govemor of Käsän »to end this oppression« (raf-i ta'addi).
The »end of this oppression« could also be understood as a general hint to find ou t
the truth of the matter. The Shah's personal decision is thus not as clearl y
discemible as in the case abave. On the other hand, in XVII a woman described
her bleak situation after her husband had died, leaving her with the burden of his
debts. The creditor wanted to expel her from the hause but she asked for time, and
Näsir al-Din Säh wrote: »According to the sar' law, the right of the creditor should
be fulfilled with an extension of time and moderate ness«, In this case he wa s
anxious to stick to sar- law and avoided giving the impression of making arbitrary
decisions, but he tried to support her with regard to the extension of time.

The political cases conceming state officials, govemors or tax collectors are
different: here the Shah normally interceded, reprimanded, punished and even
dismissed these persans from office. In XXVIII a group of warnen complained
about the oppression of officials. They had already petitioned the provincial
govemment but had not received an answer. The Shah ordered that the Nä'ib al
Saltana be informed and that a letter be sent to the govemor of Gilän to ask hirn
about the situation. While the tone of his statements resonates with anger, there is
no clear decision in favour of the warnen. The same is true for XLIV, where
Gawhar Mul ük Hänum complained that Taymür Mirzä , astate official, attempted
to rape her daughter. The Shah's rhetoric was harsh and he talked of a »hard
judgrnent« (1)ukm-i sabt) on the govemor of Malä yir, but he obviously did not
depose hirn.

These examples may be sufficient to show that the petitions seem to reveal the
Shah's aim of siding with women's complaints, perhaps even more so than he nor
mally did with petitions submitted by men, albeit, as it seems, more on the
rhetorical level. It seems that only in one case was his decision not made on the
basis of an earlier judgment. If this case really contains an independent decision
by the Shah, then this is remarkable. In this context it has to be taken into
consideration that according to the normative literature - the »mirrors of the
princes« - it was not only the Shah's obligation to restare justice, but it was also

72 Sulaym äni 1959-1960; 193.
73 In Schneider 2006: 64, I did not realize this aspect of this petition.
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his special du ty to take care of the weak and oppressed, part icularly orphans and
widows." Responding in a special style of -care- thus could have been a part of the
discours e. The Shah might have referred to this norma tive obligations - at least
rhetorically - thus stress ing the traditional roots of his office and try ing to present
hirnself on a symbolic level, as the .idea l ruler- dep icted in the »rnirror for princes«
literature." On the other hand, the rhetor ic is not followed by a corresponding
act ion. There is thus a discrepancy between the Shah 's conduct with regard to
legal and poli tical petitions. It needs to be kept in mind, however, that the legal
case which the Shah decided alone might weIl be an exception .

1.6. Procerlure of petitioning
The petitions cited here were submitted by women. Also included in the sample
were three petitions submitted by men in the name of a female relative as sisterl
wife/rnother.?" In one case (XIV) a husband, Mulla 'Abd al-Husayn from Zangän,
submitted a petition for his wife helping her against her brothers. In XXXVIII three
sons submitted a petition together with their old and blind mother. In XL a man
asked for help for his sister who had been captured by the Turkmen. Women
normally petitioned for their children and family. While they normally did not ask
on behalf of their husbands, there are cases in which women petitioned for mal e
relatives, especially sons (see XXXVII). The female petitione r in this document
actually sought to receive pensions for several of her (male) children and grand
children.

With regard to the petitioning process , we only have two examples (I a/I b/8S
A I c and II a/II b/Il c) where the petitions and the repo rts on the cases are presen
ted. Reconstructions of the petitioning process is thus unfortunately not possible.

From XLVI it becomes clear that direct petitioning in Tehran was possible and ,
furthermore, that women - the siste rs of the petitioner - could and did exploit this
procedure; petitioners living outside of Tehran may have found it difficult to claim
their rights. Only in one case is it clear that the petitioning procedure was an ex
pensive undertaking, although there is no information on the precise amount of
money involved (X).

2. Gender, dass and society as reflected in the petitions

The differences and parallels between male and female petitions can be summa
rized as folIows:

74 Ghazäli 1982: 115-118.
75 Lambton 1981 und 1988. For a more general introduction into the literature of the mirrors

see Leder 1998.
76 Not included were the high numbers of peti tions in which men ask generally for help for

themselves and for their family.
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2.1. Paralleis
2.1.1. The geographical dis tribution accords with the petitions subm itted by men.
2.1.2. Women submitted the same percentage of pet it ions wi th regard to criminal

cases (SFP: 13% vs. SC: 13 %).
2.1.3. The use of a terminology of humbleness is not connected to gender: thi s in

dividual style and wording can be equally self-confident or subordinate in
male as well as female petitions.

These parallels demand an interpretation: whereas the geographical distribution of
the petitions (2.1.1.) owes its character to the whole sample, female petitions with
regard to criminal cases (2.1.2.) differ not in their number but in their contents.
Criminal justice all over the world is gendered, as women only rarely act as of
fenders. In this sam ple the re is, however, one case of an accused fema le murderer
(XXX) but not a single case of a female victim. Women are present in the petit ions
as relatives of the victims. This aspect is interesting because it becomes obvious
that women did act in criminal cases as vali al-dam, a role which in sn law was
normally not possible for the spouse, but allowed for female members of the fami
ly. They therefore acted as representatives of the family , in particular for males
who were unavailable or not present.

With regard to style and wording (2.1.3.), the petitions differ according to the
petitioners' individuality and not according to sex. However, as style and wording
are difficult to evaluate here, a more thorough investigation will be necessary. As I
demonstrated above on the basis of some examples the re are self-confident peti t
ions with petitioners knowing their legal rights, not only from men but also from
women. At the same time not all men submitted self-confident petitions.

2.2. Differences
2.2.1. The number of female petitions is lower (5% of the whole sam ple are female

petitions, includ ing single and group petitions).
2.2.2. There are differences with regard to the social status of the female and male

petitioners: about 45% of the pet itioners are widows (there is to my knowl
edge no male petitioner stating explicitly that he is a widower); in 8%77 of
the cases the women sta te themselves, or it becomes obvious from the con
tents of the petition that the women were on their own because their hus
bands were temporarily absent. The high percentage of widows is also
evident for the Ottoman and American samples.

2.2.3 . There are differences with regard to the number of civil claims, wh ich is
about twice as high as among the male petitions (SFP: 55 % vs. SC: 31 %),
comprising an important number of petitions against relatives.

2.2.4. The number of petitions for pensions and jobs is lower among females (SFP:
13% vs. SC: 23%) .

77 XXXIV, IX, XXI, XXXVIII
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2.2.5. Nine percent in the SFP, as compared to 14% in the SC are petitions from
rural areas.

2.2 .6. The number of complaints against state officials ("political complaints«) is
lower (SFP: 15 % vs. SC: 27%).

2.2.7. About 30% of the petitions were submitted by relatives, wives, daughters ,
sisters of state officials (47% of them widows), compared to 12% state
officials in Sc. 78

2.2.8. With regard to the terminology, wording and style, it can be observed that
all men gave their first names and familial affiliations and used the termi
nology of humbleness in the text only, whereas women more often gave
their familial affiliation (only rarely their first name) in conjunction with
the terminology of humbleness, often by combining two express ions; some 
times women even used terms of humbleness inste ad of the ir first name.
They clearly used more terms of humbleness than men - as in the Ottoman
and American samples.

2.2.9. With regard to the Shah's decisions, it seems to have been his aim to help
(at least rhetorically), especially the »widows and orphans«, and this was,
according to the literature of state craft, his special religious duty. In one or
two cases CI a/I h/ I c; XIIf9 of female petitions concerning legal questions,
he seems to have made adecision on his own, which he, as far as I can see,
never did in cases of male petitions. Perhaps more so than in male cases, he
expressed his anger at the maltreatment of women or his wish to help.

What do the differences between the male and female petitions reveal about the
construction of gender and gender roles in the petitions? The low percentage of
fernale petitions (2.2.1.) (5%) as well as explicit statements of women that they
were either widowed or left alone by their husbands (2 .2.2.), shows that women
only submitted petitions in special situations, i. e. when they were on their own 
a fact corroborated also by the American and Ottoman samples, wh ich surely
reflects common features of patriarchal societies in eighteenth-century North
America , the Ottoman Empire and 19th-century Iran. In fact, in a patriarchal soci
ety normally husbands, brothers etc. were considered responsible for submitting
petitions for the family . In cases where women were widowed or lived alone they
became - in civil as well as criminal cases - the representatives of their families.

However, there are no examples of women in the petitions who earned their
livelihood themselves, with the exception of the women from the villages whose'
husbands were not available (IX). The explanation could be that in a traditional
and patriarchal society such as the Iranian society of the 19 th century, women's
work was not socially accepted and was seen as an exception (even if in practice
women, especially in the countryside, had to work often and hard and a high
percentage worked!). This is perhaps the reason why women such as midwifes etc .

78 Here only the male petitioners were counted. In two cases the brother/son of a state official
submitted a petition.

79 In Schneider 2006 I overlooked these two cases.
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do not appear in petitions, neither as pe titioners themselves nor are they referred
to in the male petitions. As long as these women had a family , so one might
suggest, they were included in the male petitions for -rny family- and not referred
to individuaIly. In this case, however, the males did not regard it as necessary (or
even thought it to be against their -honour-P) to mention those females among the
family members who had to work. The high percentage of widows' " and women
living alone (2.2.2.) also explains the high rate of civil claims , especially property
claim s. The social situation of women - often widowed, mostly living off a piece of
land - is reflected in the legal cases, which are to an overwhelming degree claims
of property (2.2.3.), and which also play an important role in the criminal cases.
Forty percent of women in the SFP owned land, specified property like mills or
unspecified property or at least a house, whereas in comparison the figure of men
in the SC amounts to only 15%,81 a significant difference. But in most cases, this
property of women did not enable them to eam their living . Furthermore, women
living alone seem to have attracted the special attention of male relatives and
greedy neighbours, rapacious brother-in-Iaws or brothers etc. as weIl as state
officials, as the petitions of women from th is sample as weIl as those from the
Ottoman Empire show. Women almost exclusively had to defend their rights and
properties against men, very often against close relatives. Whereas theoretically
male relatives were financially responsible for the fernales of their family,
according to the petitions this obligation was often ignored. The women often
fought for property in the sense that they had to fight for their survival and that of
their children. Only rarely do the petitions reveal the opposite picture, a male
petitioner accusing a female relative of avarice." This fact of cours e reflects the
strong economic position enjoyed by men vis-ä-vis women. On the other hand,
there are quite a few examples of male petitioners asking for help to ensure the
survival of their families and children." Women were dependent on their dower,
inheritance or pensions (2.2.4 .), and it is interesting to see that a surprisingly high
percentage of women applied for their husband's or father's pensions. There is a
strong connecti on to the high percentage of wives/daughters of state officials ,
whereas males normally applied for their own pensions. The quite high percentage
of wives of state officials claiming their husband 's pensions shows that the pay
ment of pensions to the family of a deceased state official seemed someth ing
usual. The low percentage of women's petitions from the rural area (2.2.5.) and
the low percentage of female petitions against state officials (2.2.6.) are interde
pendent, because also 14% of the petitions from the rural area in the SC are group
petitions aga inst the oppression of state officials. These group petitions were
normally - as it seems - submitted by the viIlage's whol e community, which was

80 The number varies because, on the one hand , several cases cannot be counted doubl e (XVI a
and b, XXII and XI), whil e on the other, four widows submitted petition XXXV.

81 Here only the male petitioners were counted.
82 I have come across one exarnple: Schneider, 2006: 190, document 14 C. It is a claim against

the petitioner 's stepmother.
83 Schneider 2006: 70-71.
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surely led by the male representatives of the village bu t induded men as wel l as
women. Solely women's groups are rare. If, as stated above, women acted only in
case men were absent as representatives of their family, this case was even mor e
seldom in case of village communities. Still, there are two examples of solely fe
male group petitions from the rural area (IX, XXVIII).

As petitions against state officials belong to the political aspect of the peti
tioning system, it seems interesting to ask whe the r women also took advantage of
this aspect of the institution and how the y used it.

Here a strange division according to the female petitioner's position in society
is reflected in the petitions, which is of course no reflection of the actual distri
bution of women in society: about 30%84 were submitted by wives or daughters of
state officials (2.2 .7.; compared to 12% of state officials in SC),85 about half of
them widowsj'" 4% of the petitions are from wives of mulläs, but 9% of women
from the rural areas'" (in comparison to 14% group petitions from the rural areas
in the SC).88 Thus , the social strata are not equally represented in the petitions,
reflecting instead the -poles- of the upper dasses (families of state officials) and the
rural poor. Although the latter are only represented in a few examples, these are,
as I hope to show below, nonetheless interesting cases. For the moment though,
the basic dichotomies need to be looked at.

Beside that of social dass, other dichotornies are evident in the two groups of
petitions: upper class/town/single petition'" on the one hand, and lower dass/
rural area/group petition'? on the other. With regard to the contents of the
petitions, the upper class/town/single petitions concentrate on property and
personal requests, in particular requests for pensions," whereas the lower dass/
rural area/group petitions interestingly concentrate on political requests." This,
however, is true for the male group petitions from rural areas as well: they are
also mostly complaints about state officials. "

In the two cases where the petitions of upper dass women from towns were
qualified as -political requests-, one stands out as unique: Zivar Hänum (II a)
accused the chief financial officer of harassing her, but the related document II b
claims that it was her husband who was behind the complaint, hirnself astate
official and former govemor. In VI however, three women, and thus a group, com-

84 I a, 11 a, VI, XI, XIII, XV, XXII, XXIII, XXVII, XXXIII, XXXVI, XLII, XLV, XLVI.
85 Here only the male petitioners were counted. In two cases the brother/son of astate official

submitted a petition.
86 XI, XIII, XXII, XXIII, XXVII, XLII, XLV. 12% of SC male petitioners are state officials.
87 IX, XIX, XXI, XXVIII.
88 Here the female group petitions of the sampie were not counted.
89 Exception is VI, a group petition by three wornen.
90 Exception here is XIX, which contains a property claim and a single petition .
91 I a, XI, XV, XXII, XXVII, XXXVI, XXXIII, XLV, representing 54%; personal requests are in XIII,

XLVI, XLII, representing 20%. VI and 11 aare political requests, 11 a is a case that is difficult to
judge.

92 IX, XXI, XXVIII. VI is from Simn än - either the town or the area.
93 Schneider 2006: 78 .
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plained about the dec ept ive practices of the amin al-vasii'i]. In the case where a
petition from the countryside is a single petition an d deals with a property cla im
(XIX), a farmer's wife complained aga inst Turkmen abducting her herds. Both
groups, i. e. the group of women from upper class /town with single petitions and
a concentration on property as well as the group of women from the lowe r
class/rural area/presenting group petitions and political request, again have one
common feature: there were no husbands or brothers to submit petitions on behalf
of the women. In the first group, 47% of the women were widowed, in the second
group 75% of the petitions were submitted by women whose husbands and male
relatives were absent at the time because they we re working elsewhere . However,
the examples we have and especially the group petitions by women from the rural
areas reveal an interesting perspective hitherto neglected in research literature:
the political aspect of the institution of petitioning, for these petitions concern
complaints against state officials and tax collectors. Women acted politically by
submitt ing a petition in certain situ ations, for example when men, i. e. male rela
tives, were not available. While on the one hand playing the card of helpless and
shameful females not da ring to stand up and submit the petition to the Shah as he
rode through the village, at the same time the women of Avrig/B istä m (IX) had no
problem whatsoever in sending their petition to the court and presenting them
selves as subjects, ra'äyä. This seems to differ from the American sam ple in which
most petitions concern private claims, while possibly rep resenting a parallel to the
Ottoman sample, wh ich also contains a high percentage (31 %) of complaints
against state officials who used their position to exploit women living alone. By
focusing on the social and economic role played by women, and so ignoring the
political aspect of the petitioning system, Zarinebaf-Shahr (1996, 1997) unfortun
ately fails to clarify if these cases were personal or female group petitions where
women represented the ru ral community. Furthermore, the low number of these
petitions has to be kept in mind. Nevertheless, as examples of political statements
made by women, these petitions are interesting and deserve to be analysed. Is
there a political power of bargaining in these petitions?

The bargaining for power with the Shah can be made explicit on two different
levels: First, on the normative level of state theory, the invocation of blessings for
the Shah plays an important role . Performed every day, it is a symbolic act
acknowledging and reaffirming the subject's loyalty to the king . Like men , women
point to their invo cation of blessing for the Shah (du'iigiPO in 8.5% of the cases. "
Being a symbolic display of loyalty to the ruling dynasty in general and the Shah
personally, invocating the blessing also evinces a response from the ruler: the Shah
is reminded that he is obliged to protect his subjects against injustice and res tore
just ice immediately. The legitimacy of his rule depends on this pro tection and on
'adäla, justice." Although a symbolic act , as a kind of prayer the invocation of

94 XII, XXVI, XXXII; for the SC: 5% of the male petitions, see Schneider 2006.
95 See Ghazä111982: 101, Ghazäli's reflection on du'iigü'f. In Schneider 2006 : 87-105, I have tried

to show how different forms of concealed, symbolic and open resistance against the ruler were
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blessing is at the same time a religious act of acknowledgrnent of the king as the
-Shadow of God on ear th-, In terms of Foucault's concept of power, it can be
explained as a means of exerting pressure on the Shah in the hands of the people,
a way of evoking a response and getting justice restored, and so an opportunity to
save the legitirnacy of his rule . Whether or not these -threats- were carried out, or
whether or not the Shah actually responded to the specific dernands , for exarnple
by deposing a govemor, is another question. Second, the petitions exarnined here
reveal an additional aspect of this dynarnic of power relations, one that, although
not on the level of religion and Islarnic theory of the state, is nonetheless also a
highly syrnbolic act, situated however on the level of society and custorn. In two
cases (4%) wornen used the words nämiis and ' ird, honour, and thus referred to the
custornary code of honour. I have not corne across arnale petitioner using this
terrninology. As stated above, ruimüs relates norrnally to the conduct of wornen:
rnen depending on the sexual honour of the fernale rnernbers of their farnily have
the duty to defend, secure and restore the highly valued n ämiis. A wornan's
behaviour reflects on their honour, which, should it be disregarded or violated,
will be lost." The relationship between honour and dishonour is thus clearly
gendered: through their actions wornen are responsible for the honour of the
farnily, and any violation of established codes can cloud this honour or even end
in its hurniliating loss; for their part, rnen are responsible for restoring tainted
honour, and this restoration dernands action, usually the killing of the wornan
(and not the seducer). Whereas in 11 a the fernale petitioner belonged to the Shah 's
farnily, and thus could be said to have actually belonged to -his niimiis-, this was
not the case in XXI. Here the concept of honour was used by the petitioner and the
subjects in a different rneaning: at the end of the petition the wornen stated that
the petitioners have lost all honour ((inj., näTnüs) and property." She thus used the
term niimiis not as a sexual concept (or a concept of sexual honour) but as one of
personal honour, which one is also capable of losing, and dernands protection (and
restoration) like the subject's property. Responsible for the protection and
restoration is the state. According to this concept of honour, both rnen and wornen
- being parts of the ra'iya: - possess nämüs and ' ird. As a concept of honour
applying equally to both sexes, here niimiis signifies personal not gendered dignity.
On a second level, the daughter of Salär defined the subject as the Shah 's honour
and pointed to the responsibility of the Shah for the safety of his (male and
fernale) subjects. She wrote: ra'iya: niimiis-i pädiSäh ast the subjects are the honour
of the Shah . She thus fused the aspect of farnily honour (näTnüs) with a collective
concept of nämiis, rneaning that wornen are responsible for the farnily's honour
which is to be restored by the male patriarch of the farnily, and this is in turn

used in the petitions to exert pressure on the Shah and thus induce hirn to react positively to the
petition.

96 Peters en 1985: 11; Casimir/Jung 2009.
97 Compare the /:1adft in Wensinck 1962 IV: 187: »The muslim is for the muslim forbidden: his

blood, his property (mäl) and his honour ((irrj)«. There is, as far as I see, no research on the
concept of »honour« in the pre-rnodern Islamic legalliterature.
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related to the Shah, to the restoration of justice. Defence of the raiyat's niimus is
justice, (adäla. She thereby established a parallel between women as the upholders
of the honour of men and the subjects as the upholders of the honour of the Shah:
this fundamentally changed the character of the term, from a social one practiced
norrnally in society, although unacknowledged in the legalliterature, into a highly
political one, again eliminating the gendered aspect of this concept. In this way it
is lent a symbolic importance parallel to the religious concept of du(ägüJi, for it
obliges or even forces the Shah to react and restore the honour of his subjects. He
has to defend the honour; he has to restore the lost honour by punishing the
responsible state offleials. The connection to the religious concept of kingship
becomes even more obvious when we look at the proverb used at the end of the
petition: when the govemor's (or: the Shah 's, the ruler's) stick is not there, the
drunken black man (from Zanzibar) will vomit in the Ka'ba (agar cüb-i hiikim
nabäSad zi pay, konad zangi-ye mast dar Ko'ba qay):98 This rather disgusting image,
used by a woman, invokes the vision of a shocking act, the desecrating of the most
important religious symbol in the Islamic world, the Ka'ba, and thus of the
religion itself. The Shah has to prevent this through his very authority over his
govemors. As the concept itself is deeply gendered, it is surely no surprise that we
find this example in a fernale petition and not in a petition submitted by a man.

It seems even feasible to go a step further and argue that this example reveals the
process of -doing gender-, Sälär's daughter, SIr 'AIr s wife (we do not even know
her first name!) reconfigured both the (gendered) semantic of the term niimiis into
a semantic of individual and personal dignity (equally for both sexes) as weIl as
the social concept of niimiis into a collective political one, also equally applicable
to both sexes.

Thus, whenever the male family members were not available, women not only
acted as representatives of the family, submitting petitions and, in criminal cases,
demanding blood revenge, but also as representatives of the local (rural) commu
nity, the ra'iyat: In this situation the women in this example bargained for their
position by redefining the gendered semantic of an important social concept, thus
trying to exert pressure on the Shah and force hirn into responding. Of course this
petition is one single example - but it is, as it seems, a particularly interesting one.

Schmidt Blaine has stated for the American women submitting petitions in the
18th century that their petitions were private, arguing that the private was at once
also political. However, she also assigned women a political role through the peti
tioning process, arguing that petitions, often being individual expressions of opin
ion, not only allowed the voices of any private subject to be heard in a way no
other political device could, but also that petitions may be viewed as powerful

98 Beside the political implication of this proverb, in this context the allusion to the »drunken
black man" reveals obvious racial prejudice. Here is not the pIace to elaborate further on this.
SeeLewis 1990 .
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tools for the disenfranchised, among them wornen." For the Iranian context, we
do have examples of women act ing explicitly politicaIly, and not in the private
area but in direct relation with state power. And we have this interesting example
of a petition submitted by a woman, which reveals at the same time anger and
fury as weIl as empowerment, political consciousness and a resolute determination
to change prevailing political cond itions and resist social oppression.

The gender-power aspect has to be discussed from the other perspective, too:
from that of the Shah. The decisions reveal the Shah's (2.2.9.) aim to help (at least
rhetoricaIly), especially the -widows and orphans- and this was, again according to
the literature of statecraft, his special religious duty. In some legal cases he
suspended his customary delegation procedure and even formulated his own
decisions; in other cases he expressed more clearly than he would have done in
cases petitioned by men his anger at the maltreatment of women and his wish to
help. Are his decisions thus gendered and differentiate between fernale and male
petitioners? In this context it would be necessary to reconstruct the whole peti
tioning process to see whether his decisions were carried out. This is unfortunately
not possible.

An important gender difference with regard to the style and semantic of the
petitions (2.2 .8.) can be seen in the fact that men gave the ir personal name and
familial affiliation at the very beginning of the petition, whereas women normally
introduced themselves as daughters/wives of a certain person, thus pointing to
their status of dependence. The patrilineal affiliation surely reflects the habi ts of a
patriarchal structured socie ty and the clear hierarchical gender relation. It seems
plausible, however, to argue that by using this construction women at the same
time were seeking to attract the Shah's attention to their position in society, which
was defined through their familial affiliation to male relatives and their relation
ship with either the royal family or state officials. We have to keep in mind that
quite a high percentage of fernale petitions (30%, about half of them widows)
came from the families of state officials. Another difference can be seen in the fact
that women employed expressions of humbleness at the beginning of the docu
ments, i. e. in place of their personal name they designated themselves as »the
humble one«, »the weak one« (kaniza, q.acifa). This never happens in the case of a
male petition (SC). The question arising here is whether this difference is, as
Schmidt Blaine argues for the American context, only a gradual one, or whether
the use of such semantics might reveal a - conscious or unconscious - strategy
employed by women to attract attention. A more detailed analysis of the termino
logy would be useful here, but as argued above there are, I think, reasons to see
the patrilineal affiliation as an instrument in the hand of women to bargain their
position in the petitioning system. This is corroborated by the fact that these
expressions of humbleness were obviously considered necessary by both men and
women when approaching the Shah. They did not - again for both sexes - cor
relate necessarily to a devout style or prevent the petitioners from criticising the

99 Schmidt Blaine 2001: 63.
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petition system. This is illustrated by the petition of Sälär's daughter, who did not
give her first name when invoking and redefining the concept of n ämiis. Fur
thermore, we have seen with reference to the normative literature that the Shah
seemed ready to respond to female petitions more positively than to male
petitions. Here is perhaps another exarnple of -doing gender-, with wornen con
sciously or unconsciously exploiting ste reo types of the poor widow who would
starve if she was not helped - and thus perpetuating these stereotypes so as to
receive a positive decision from the king. In addition, the semantics of exploitation
(especially by close relatives) might have helped. This does not mean that the
petitions do not express the grievance, oppression and exploitation of women
living on their own , bu t that the gendered differences in the semantics were in a
dynamic process used to exert more pressure and push through demand s. This
might be seen as yet another example of -doing gender-, i. e. the reco nstruction of
gender identities in the social process; while it seems possible to trace the contours
of this in these documents, a certain reservation is always called for when the
archival material is as fragmentary as in the Iranian sample. Nonetheless, it is
clear that the petitions reveal a kind of discourse between the bottom and top of
society, the raCäyä and the king. This discourse is at once legal and political, it is
dynamic - and it is clearly gendered.
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